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CH/'.PTEH I
JE"/ISH EDUC/VTION
EducRtlon hss been the prime fact in their na-
tlonnl and racial exiatmce. The ejreateat leaaon
to be drawn from the hlatory of the Jews la that a
strict adherence to an educational syatem based
upon a peculiarly hisih relis^lous and moral idea
has preserved the unity of the race In a vray that
no political system could approximate. The salva-
tion of this people has been due to its education.
^
Thus writes Har'f’lson ^’^ildes regarding Jewish education.
The Jews h^ve been pioneers in the field of edu-
cation. The precept of the Bible; ’’and thou shalt teach
2
them diligently unto thy children. . . “ has been one of those
which have been heeded by them undep the most trying and
difficult conditions over thousands of years.
The two hundred and fifty years of Jewish life in
America, from their first arrival in 1654 until 1904, may
be considered as only a prelude to the intensely dT^amatic
forty years which have followed. During all this time the
Jewish population of America formed such a minor part of the
1. Quoted by Louis Wlrth, *‘R;ducation for Survival; The
The American Journal of Bociology
, 48; 686,
May, 1943.
2. Deuteronomy VI, 7.
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entirety of the Jewish peonle, and also such a minor por-
tion of the ereneral population, that they were of no great
imrortance In Jewish life in general, nor in American life.
They were not capable of adding a nything significant to the
development of the Jewish people as such, '-/hat Jev/lsh edu-
cation there was consisted either of a copy of the Sunday
school of their Christian neighbors, or of an exact repro-
duction of the East European "cheder.”
It was only during the last forty years that Ameri-
can Jewish education proper cane into being, after Aneri-
can Jewry had received an infusion of fresh life blood in
the form of the large Jewish immlgrat ions from Eastern
Europe and the small Jewish comf^unlty grew larger and more
conscious of itself.
"That are the aim and purpose of the Jewish religious
school in America? ’That is Its function? In essence its
purpose and function remain the same that they have always
been. In other lands and distant tines.
The Jewish religious school seeks to develop the
religious consclousnes s of t>ie child, to provide him
with a knowledge of the sources of Judaism and Jewish
history, to cultivate in him a sense of loyalty to
Israel and the higher alms of human society, and to
help him nresarva his dignity and self-respect as a
Jew in a pred ominantl y non-Jewish world. O
5. Rabbi Benedict Glaxer, *‘^he Church and the Child,"
Child Study
.
17>: 144, February, 1936.
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It [Jewish eduopt lon'i has been noncerned with the
transTTiiqalon of knowledges and skills of a sort, it
h«s been d^sie;ned to nui^turp a consciousness of a com-
mon oast and a common dest iny . . . Inculcatlnf? a sense
of loyalty to a historic oeonle wit>i deem roots in
the oast and of sharinp^ the future of that people des-
pite the seemine: discrepancy between the future of
the one and the f»te of the many.^
The American Jewish community has developed three
types of schools to help It reali7.e its alms of provldini^
a Jewish education for its youth. These schools differ In
the decree in which do their sponsors as regards the inten-
sity of Jewish feeling; but it Is a difference only of de-
gree, not of kind. The following Infonriatlon is taken in
essence from an article in Hell^’-lous Education by Israel
5
1. Chlpkln.
1. The Sunday school, which meets once a week. Is
attended by approximately 5 per cent of the Jewish children
of school age, of which about 70 prr cent stay for only four
years, the rest continuing to complete the full six year
course
.
2. The supplementary weekday school, meeting dally
«fter public achool hours excent on Fridays, and on Sunday
mornings. 'Jeekly instruction hours vary from six to ten
hours, besides extra-curricular activities, as Sabbath ser-
.Yirth, OP.clt ., p. 690.
5. Israel 0. Chlpkln, ”How Effective is Religious Education
in Meeting the Present Situation; Within the Jewish
Group," Religious Educot ion. 31; 205-12, July, 1936.
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vlces. Attendance varies from tv/o to six years. Instruc-
tion Is f^iven Tjostly In English, but sometimes also in He-
brew or Yiddish.
3. The Jewish all day school, which meets during
weekdays from nine In the morning till four or seven In the
evening. The day Is mostly divided Into two parts, for
Jewish and secular studies respectively.
In the Sunday school the child Is primarily prepared
for wo^shln and social and charitable functions of a Jewish
nature. Some biblical stories are told and the child is
taught some Jewish history. Jewish customs ano festivals
are explained, ethical orecents are Inculcated, and sometimes
a little Hebrew Is also taught.
The sunplemertary weekday school Introduces the pu-
olls to the synagogue, to Jewish communal and Int ernational
life. Most of the time Is scent in mastering the prayers in
Hebrew, learning text of Bible in original, in acculrlng the
elements of Hebrew as snoken and written language. Jewish
customs and ceremonies are practiced, and the pupils parti-
cipate in some local or Palestinian Jev/lsh activities. In
some cases, a little more attention is given to Jewish hist-
ory and current events, and the emphasis on language or con-
tent of the Bible varies considerably. Because of the com-
paratively shoT^t stay - of the ouolls, they cover little
ground In all of these subjects.
There is a vm^iant of this tyoe of school, a product
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of thp Yiddish speaking labor movement, ’vhloh emohasizes in
its nurriculum the study of the Yiddish languas^e and ore-
sents Jewish history with a proletarian slant. It teach-
es social and national customs rather than religious events
and experiences, and can hardly be called a religious school.
The whole-day Jewish school attempts to give its
pupils a more thorough grounding in the Jewish subjects than
is possible in the sho'^'t oerlods of the sunplementary school,
when the pupil has a whole school day behind him. It en-
ables the child to get a more comprehensiv e picture and ex-'
perlence of Jewish life. There are two types of this school.
(1) The orthodox parochial school, v/here the religious as-
pects of Jewish education are emphasized. It maintains a
separate staff of teachers for the Jewish and genpr^il part
of the curriculum. Because of the selection of pupils, they
areusually of a high Intellectual quality, and attain a
high academic rating in both departments. (2) The progres-
sive Jewish school, which is much like a modern progressive
American private school. The'^’e is no division of teaching
staff or school day, and the Jewish studies are Integrated
in the general curi’lculum . It stresses the social aspects
of Jewish education. Both of these types of school are a
heavy financial buT»den on the community that maintains
them.
Notwiths tending the diversity of schools, American
Jewish education still retains some basic elements common
pr
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to all of thoin. Thesp have been enumerated ae follows;
1. The classic continulnrt Jewish trac3ition--
literary, inst 1 tutional
,
and ethical
—
and the heroic element in it.
?. Identification with the Jewish peoole, know-
ledG^e of its oast and the desi-^e for its
survival
.
3. Rebuilding the Jewish community in Pales-
tine, and concern with Jewish life in other
lands.
4. Concrete •^orn of oersonal Jewish living.
5. Resoonsible membership in the American Jewish
community
.
g
"/hat is the ohilosophy of Jewish education? ’-/hen
we speak of the survival value of Jewish education we mean
orthodox Jewish education. It is this traditional educa-
tion that has proven its value during the thousands of years
of national dlsoerslon. It is this education that has given
the Jewish people its national ' character. There Is amnle
Justification for apolylng to Its philosothy the r>hrase
"the nhilosoohy of Jewish education."
It ic! commonplace that the ohilosophy of educa-
tion is founded on the philosophy of life. Judaism
may be conceived of as a religion which seeks to
teach the prooer relationshlo between man and God
and man and man.
6.
Alexander . Dushkln, "’/hat is American Jewish kduca'
tion?," Education
,
64; 546, :/:ay, 1944.
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. . .The woT*d of Cl-od le embodied in the Thorah re-
ve‘^led to ’’'osee on Mt . Sinai and transmitted by
him to the Ism elites. Thorah, in the original
sense, includes the Pentateuch and its oral inter-
pretations which has been oassed on from genera-
tion to generation, which later formed the basis
for the halachlo (legalistic) oortlon of the Talmud.
'Vlthout the Torah there can be no Judaism.
Reduced to simplest terms, the philosophy of Jew-
ish education may be said to be built upon the be-
lief in a personal God, a revealed truth, and the
teaching of this truth. 3y exerci^.ing ""is free will
toward the fulfillment of the preceots, each indi-
vidual, no matter of which group, may attain immor-
tality. The will to do oresupTX)ses a kno'vledge of
what to do, obtainable only through proper instruction.
Knowledge and action—these are the twin purposes
of Jewish education, a system which... 'has outlasted
every other system v/hatsoever [and which is conse-
quently! ... the most successful educational experi-
ment ever staged in the history of religion.
'
(Fred-
erick El by and Charles F. Arrowwood, The History and
Philosophy of Education; Ancient and '^edieval
,
I" e
w
York
,
Prentice Hal 1
,
p . 1 b7
)
It is self evident from what has been said that
in such an educational program the study of the Bible must
take the foremost place.
...The pedagogic value of Bible study from a reli-
gious, ethical, social and national point of view
is universally racognl7.ed. It is through this Book,
that our pupils may come into possession of the most
siPT if leant and the nrofoundest racial experiences and
may acquire the ideas, teachings and values of the past
7 . Villlam B . Brlckman
,
"Kducatlon or Eternal Existence;
The Philosophy of Jewish Education,” School and Society,
57: 555, :v?ay, 1943.
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whlnh h>?ve served as incalculable resources of
{guidance for the evolution and control of cur-
rent exoerlences
.
0
The real Implications of this Jewish religious edu-
cation, however, can only be realized by the teaching of
the Bible from the original.
The study of the Bible in this form presents some
weighty pedagogical problems, both from the aspect of its
9
form and its content. Chomsky has stated these difficul-
ties and the essence of his enumeration follows;
1. Its language is supremaly artistic, its style
tersely laconic, compact, and of elliptic artistry; it is
rich in symbolic allusions, but scant in descriptive de-
tail.
2. Many Bible stories are cuestionable in terms
of pedagogical value for character training; many contain
supernatural elements, and may be recognized by some pu-
pils as unreal; other stories emphasize moral standards
not in conformity with our modern standards of ethical
codes
.
3. The language of the Bible is, as we know,
grammatically, idiomatically, and lexically too difficult
and reculres a more adeouate preparation.
’'William Chomsky, "The Problem of Bible Teaching in our
Hebrew Curriculum,'' Jewish Education, 10; 86 , 1938.
9. Ibid., pp. 86-7.
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In addition to these specific problene of Bible
teaching, we have to add the i^enerel dif f Ic’ilt les of the
Hebrew school. Since attendance is ourely voluntary, dis-
cipline presents more of a problem than in the nubile
school. Secondly, the child comes there after a ’whole day
of public school attendance, with the knowledfje that the
majority of his fellow-students are free to do as they
please. That the Jewish school is as successful as it
is may be considered a comnllraent to the school as well as
to the Jewish child ’^nd its parent
.
It is needless to say that the general problems that
trouble educators are also felt by the Hebrew school. Gon-
<5nlcuous amonc: these is the nroblen of individual differ-
ences, which has been wel<^hing heavily on the minds of edu-
cators ever since the fj;rade system was introduced. This
problem is intensified in the Hebrew school by the fact
that children do not star*t attendance at the same age and
conseouently the school oooulatlon is not only more hetero-
geneous, but homogeneous grouping is also more difficult.
In the following chapter some asoects of the gen-
eral nature of this rroblem v/111 be discussed, and although
no special reference is made to the Hebrew school, it may
be understood that they are ecually extant in the Hebrew
school. A contribution to the solution of the problem
will be presented thereafter.
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CHAPTER II
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
It is ^ obvious fact that Individuals differ from
each othP’^ in their exterior aonearsnce. It can hardly es-
cane anyone's attention that they also differ in their be-
haviour in any one f^lven situation or, as the nsycholo^ist
would say, they react differently to the same stimulus.
This difference in reaction may be either necessitated by
the individual's physical or neural make-up, or it may be
the result of a volitional selection of one out of a num-
ber of oosslble reactions. The "latter makes for the ele-
ment of unoredictabll tty which we encounter in our social
relations. If everybody would react to a g’iven situation
in the sene way we would be able to conduct our social in-
tercourse with scientific exactitude. We would live in an
air of the laboratory rather than in that of a gambling-
house .
This pattern of reaction behavior, we know, is not
a static quality. Underlying the behavior of the individ-
ual, it has been found, is a dynamic factor which accounts
for the mental evolution of the individual and of man's so-
ciety as a whole. The nrocess which brings about this change
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is known as learning. This is the dynamic factor In the
life of the Individual a<^ well as In the development of
society. '-’Je thus may distinguish between two factors
which make for variability in the individual, the one sta-
tic, the other dynamic. Not only do oersons differ in
their present behavior, but they also differ in their
speeds and ways of learning. The one is their actual de-
gree of difference, the other their potential difference.
No actual differences in mental ability are evi-
dent in normal newly born babies, although they do differ
In physical traits such as appearance, si7,e, weight and
height. Their instincts or reflex patterns are similar.
They all react in the same way to lack of support, i.e.,
with symptoms of fear; to inhibition of movement, i.e.,
with symptoms of rage;; and to stimulation of the skin, i.e.,
with symptoms of love. Their reflexes of self preservation
are uniform. Only after they have embarked on their ad-
venture of learning they begin to manifest differences, de-
veloped by the factor of potential difference which influ-
ences their rate of leaT’ning. Tests have been developed
by which children of somewhat over two years of age can
demonstrate superiority or inferiority of ability.
The dynamic factor underlying all learning cannot
be determined directly, but only indirectly through gaug-
ing the actual ability of the person at a given moment, and

-1?-
by taking into conaider'atlon bla or her age in judging the
achievement can we determine the value of thia factor.
This ia known aa the intelligence quotient. Thla I.Q. i«
of great value and intereat to the educator, since it has
been found to be closely correlated with school success. It
is one of the most important, if not the most imoortant as-
oect of individual differences as regards caoacity to learn
and expectancy of success.
Of course the I. Q. is not the only aspect of in-
dividual differences between people or students. There
a’^e other physiolOf/ical and environmental factors which
influence his 1 earning nrocass. But the I.Q. comes near-
est to gauging the sceclflc learning capacity, whatever its
physiological proces'^es are.
The existence of these individual differences has
been recognised by the earliest thinkers, although the
term and its apnllcation to educational problems may be of
more recent origin. This early recognition, however, was
baaed on mere observation. I'Jo attempt had been made to con-
duct scientifically controlled experiments or a systematic
study to find out Just how individuals differ and to es-
tablish a standard of measurement or criterion of Judg-
ment. ilso it was believed that oeople fell into clearly
differentiated types. Even when these differences were
recognized little was done to take them into account in
the building of the educational structure. The attitude of
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the eduoqtor!=! rerinined fatnllntio qll throiiojh the a^e^. In
<^encT*al the of Individual differences remained a
selective one. a result only a small part of the people
received a worthwhile education, the percenta^re varying
from country to countrj^ and from era to era. On the other
hand thin ohilonoohy was not carried consistently to its
logical conclusion. Schools were managed with such a harsh
regime as if the learning orocess were governed by mere vo-
lition and the oupil had no nhy siologlcal limitations to
his learning capacity. The view that this attitude oersis-
ted until quite recently is expressed in the following
DOSS age taken from the Thirty-seventh Year Book of the Na-
tional Society for the Study of Kducatton ;
In nineteen hundred it was commonly supposed that
any child could learn anything as well as any other
child if only he would apoly himself \flth equal in-
dustry. Under such a conception of the potentiali-
ties of children, failure could only mean lack of ef-
fort and industry, both of v/hic> were considered to
be 1 ndicative of lack of moral character. Hence the
severity that orevalled in the schools* condemnation
of fa.llur*es and in the punishments and discipline that
the school administered.^
Of course not oil educators were as blind as would
appear from the foregoing. There were individual educators
who were far in advance of their cont emooraries . A notable
3 . A . dourt Is
,
’’dontribut ions of Research to the Indi-
vidualisation of Instruction,” Thirty- seventh Yearbook
of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part
II. D. 203.
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examplr re here in fl^pire of Juen Lule Vlven (1492-154-0)
who, in the worcle of W. Kane wao “one of the montout-
standing eduoators in the history of Christian education
and regarded by many authors who have studied his works as
2
the real founder of educational psychology.
His reminder to the teachers in a certain school
“every two or three months to deliberate and judge, with
oaternal affection and grave discretion;, concerning the
needs of the puolls, and appoint each boy to that work for
7)
v/bich he seems most fitted,” evinces a aulte modern grasp
of the educational problems implied in the recognition of
individual dif "^erences . But an under standing of the prob-
lem as the one Just cited was the exception rather than the
rule. It was restricted to a few outstanding personali-
ties in the field of education or outside of it, v/hlle the
rank and file of teachers and even adminls tratlve officers,
who fr^'Quently did not even possess any professional train-
ing, were either Ignorant of the Droblem and its implioa-
tlons or too apathetic to take any steps toward its solu-
tion.
Colonial /'umerioa took over the European system of
education together with its philosophy and its shortcom-
ings. As long aa instruction in the lower levels was by
^.Thomas F. Jordan and John A. Keho e~^ "IndividuaT Differ-^
ences as Viewed by ?^!odern Schools of PvSychology
,
“ The
Catholic Educational Review
, 58; 205, April, 1940.
3. Ibid., p. 205.
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the individual method, the factor of individual differen-
ces did not attr»act much attention. In a study undertak.en
4
by Lawson in which he examined thoroughly all of the offi-
cially published reports of one large city covering a per-
iod of seventy-five years, and scanned such hundred annual
reports of principals, supervisors, comnlttees and boards
of education in nine other large cities covering neriods
varying from sixty to a hundred years, he found that the
problem of individual differences played only a minor role
in the eyes of these administrators and official bodies.
Prior to the Civil 'S'nv only about six per cent of the state-
ments dealt with the nrobl em of meeting individual needs.
But during the twenty-five years nrlor to 19i36 the percen-
tage was about thirty-six.
Educators tacitly admitted their inability to cope
with the problem of providing for the individual. This is
evident from the way the organlxatlon of the curriculum was
approached. Speaking of elements of the curriculum the
Boston school commissioner said: "We should graduate them
(the studies) neither to the hlgest, nor to the lowest or-
der of intellect, but aim to adapt them to the average of
5
mental ability."
4
. D"! h.
.
T.awson, “The (!^rowth of Indlvidualiration. " Journal
of i^ducation
.
122 \ 266-8.
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0ft en educritors, ^jponrently
,
took «j rather phllosopi-
cel view of the «^hortcomlnt<s of their oupils and excused
their ovrn oedap^oprlcal failures by employing a religious
argument. In an earlier report than the one just quoted,
the Boston commissioner remarks; *‘We should recollect that
this distribution is made by a higher power than our own,
and that it is fruitless to confound the eternal distlnct-
6
ions of Ood.”
In the middle of the nineteent>\ century, though, the
time at which the above mentioned reports were written,
this supine attitude was already on the way out. The sup-
erintendent of Cincinnati in 1955 desired some differentia-
tion to meet the needs of pupils #io planned to leave
school early. And the Chicago system in 1869 reported
special promotions for superior children, as did the Den-
7
ver system a few years later. The main cause for this
change in attitude was the introduction of the grade sys-
tem during this period. The older type of instruction fell
into disrepute; but after the first wave of enthusiasm over
the advantages of the nev/ method over that of individual
instruction had died down, the new problem of the lockstep
8
began plagueing educators. Those who did not catch the
6. Lawson, on.clt., ^267..
7. Ibid .
8. Ray 3. Dean, ”What Has Become of the Individual-Instruc-
tion Movement?" School and Society, 58; 166, September,
194 5.
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SDirit of the new era were setlefied to let mettere take
their course end disclaimed responsibility for the dull
puoils' education, a- did the superintendent of the Balti-
more system In these contemptuous words;
In order not only to perpetuate any exlstlnf^ ex-
cellence, but to enlarge Its area, two things are
necessary. First, to be rid of those v/ho stand at
zero, and like le-'^den weights hang on many who. If
detached, might rise.... As to the former clas«", there
Is no dl'^’fIcul ty , for they will either take the hint
from their own averages, and bid us good-bye, or they
will ve'^y ouletly, and 'unknown to fame,' oass out
at the end of their time....
y
The more orogresslve educators did not satisfy then-
selves with such a negative solution as the one Just cited.
Various solutions were offered by various educators. Fore-
most among these was William T. Harris, who as superinten-
dent of schools at St. T.ouls pointed out the evils of the
class method of teaching and of annual mass T>romotlon and
urged that promotions be frecuent and groupings flexible.
Preston W. Search was the first educational leader to ad-
vance a practical program of individual instruction within
the graded school system. In 1888 he established an in-
dividual Instruction program In the public schools of Pueblo,
Colorado, which marked the beginning of the modern Indi-
10
vldual-lnstructlon movement.
The movement, however, did not get into its real
strides until the turn of the century. In 1892 Charles
~
^
S66 .
10. Dean, op.cit.. o. 165.

Eliot addrpsped the National Eduoatton AsBociation on "Un-
desirable and Desirable Uniformity in Sohools;" and a de-
cade later E. L. Thorndike and others began to use labora-
tory techniques in psych oIo-^IchI measurenients. The Bostc«n
report for 1903 shows that one of the chief aims for the
first imnortant change in that school system's organisation
that had been made in many years, was that of providing
for individual di f-^erences
.
In 1912 the Oakland superint endent stated; " A gen-
eration ago the subject taught was of more importance than
the child." He then contrasted the new and the old, seat-
ing that the child, ns an individual, had at last reached
the final point of educational attention.
In 1916, the Seattle superintendent mentioned the
"very noticeable movement toward increased care and pro-
visions for the individual manifested in the country at
11
large .
"
As in many another sphere of human inquiry, so in
the field of education ^"orld War I gave added impetus to
the movement v/lth the advent of intelligence testing.
Through the use of standardized tests "it was proved, at
least to the satisfaction of all except the most sceptical,
that the universal law of dlf'^erences is as applicable to
11. Lawson, op. cit .
,
p. 267
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humf?n beings as It is to the fauna, the flora, the snow-
Ig
flakes, and the grains of sand.”
Just about this time, during the years 19ir*i-17,
Frederick L. Burk, president of the 3an Francisco Normal
School, and the next great leader In the individual Instruc-
tion movement, led his faculty In devising special tech-
niques for teaching various school subjects individually
to pupils In a class group.
Chari eton ’-7. '7ashburne, a member of Burk's faculty,
became superintendent of schools at 'Vinnetka, 111. In 1919.
He and hls faculty Instituted and Improved the Burk system
of individual Instruction.
At about the same time the ’^innetka. system was de-
veloped, another olan o'^ individual instruction, develored
by Helen Parkhurst and called the Dalton labo^’atory plan,
spread rapidly to many school systems. Like the llnnetka
system, this clan received widesoread publicity.
The Dalton and Winnetka plans were outstanding in
the 1990' s, but they were not alone in the field of indi-
vidual Instimjct ion . Such plans as the McDade, the Batavia,
the Detroit, and a score of others were evidence of the
widesoread Interest in ways and means of giving individual
IS
instruction to pupils in class groups.
12. C. Gurrlan Bmlth, ”The Implications of Individual Differ-
ences,'’ Bulletin of Department of Tsecondary School Prln-
cipals
.
^ol.‘ 2.1, F'eb., 1959, pp. 9-l7.
13. Dean, on. cit
.
,
p. 165.
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It nust not br inferred from thle that all of three
piano radically differ from each other; on the contr?^.ry,
14
Billet haa only found three distinctly orlp;in«l and ex«
cluRlve plana, the rent being characterized !«ore or less by
an adaptation of the unit analgnraent. In addition to the
Dalton plan, the Vinnetka ayate^, and those clans charac-
terized by the individual unit assignment, the ?i?orriaon
plan lo recognized as a distinctive contribution to the
provisions for individual differences. This latter la
baaed on certain prncticea advocated by Profeaaor Kfo^^rlaon
for dealing with Individual differences, taken from n ccm-
orehenslvf volume denllng with teaohing problems in the
secondary school.
This movement toward Individual Inatruotlon seems
to have reached Itn oeek in the latter 1920'a. During the
19.10 'a it declined rapidly. This wan due partly to the
fact that too high hooen had nometlmen been entertained
conoernincr the individual instruction pinna which were ex-
pected to nerve an panecen for all llln of the no'’Ool; to
the inefficient handling of the nrogram by t^aohern not
rroperly convern?int with the prooeduren which the plan re-
oulred, and wlilch call for « high degree of profesalonftl
skill; and finally to the rise of the activity movement whos
VI. Hoy 0 . niliett, tv)v 1 si o ns t^or I nd Iv id u al i fFerenc e
a
«Hoklng, and Promotion," Bulletin, Ho. 17, Mono.-"^raoh Ho.
13, United States Bureau of Education.
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Ohilosophy is diametrically opposed to that of the individ-
ual instruction plans inasfar as it frowns on any formal
15
oriranlzatlon of subject matter. Hr. Washburne, the fore-
most advocate of individual instruction at the present time,
expresses his v/onderin^ at the apparent lack of interest
in and the scarcity of materials for the individualization
of Instr^jction as late as in 1940, in the following words;
Why... after all these years, has not school prac-
tice changed more decisively , why are there merely
vague gestures toward adaptation to individual dif-
ferences and makeshift plans in Instr’iotlon of the
schools of teaching? "fhy Is there not a nation-wide,
a world-wide concentrated effort to organize schools
so that children learn what they a^e ready to 1 earn?,
^
lb
Hr. Washburne goes on to decry the conservative attitude of
educators and parents alike, in which he sees the main ob-
stacle in the path of efficient individualized instruction.
Certainly the need for individualization of in-
struction in our high schools has grown tremendously in the
last two decades, during which the number of pupils has
multiplied manifold. As one teacher mts it, “our modern
democratic schools nre composed of countless varieties of
personalities
,
dlfferine* in intelligence, age, health.
Dean, on.cit .. n. 1^6.
13. Car1 e ton V~Wa shburn e , “A Living ^'’hilosophy of Educa-
tion,” p. 252, cited by Dean, op.cit
,
p. 165.
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phynicnl oharRCterl^t lC3
,
t empe-»'»ment
,
tastes and inter-
ests, sex, economic status, nationality the father,
ability in certain school subjects, and cultural and educa
17
tional traditions.**
As the needs have ^own, so too has our knowledge
and ability of coping with them. ^t oresent our knowledge
of individual differences is not restricted to that com-
plex of mental functions known as Int elligence . It is not
so generalized and vague as to measure only in terms of
this undif ferent iated mass of mental ability, but we have
a much more specific knowledge of its various components,
be they ^olly independent of er*ch other or tied together
by a common factor.
...Tests of intelligence have been followed by
tests of srecial aptitudes (e.g., mechanical musi-
cal, scientific), of school achievement ( e.g. read-
ing, arithmetic, history), of oersonality (e.g. ex-
troversion-introversion, neurotic tendencies, moral
Judgment), of attitudes and opinions (chiefly voca-
tional )
.
...Thus, the systematic study of individual differ-
ences has shown that, contrary to pooular misoonceo-
tlon, people do not fall into distinct types as far
as psychological and Physical traits are concerned.
18
17. iiernice V. '7all
,
““etbods in Junior High 'School to
Reach Varying Types O"^ Pupils,** Secondary P^ucation
,
7; 123, Septembe.r, 1938.
18. Frank 3. Freeman, "The Challenge of the Individual
Child," The National Elementary Principal
,
19th Year-
book
,
pp. 2*35-7.
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”The educationsl Irapllcationa of thla distribu-
tion of human abilities, thou«^h readily discerned, are
very s l^^ni'^i cant . First, since the i^eneral population is
not divisible into two or three ready-made classes in any
psycholof^ical traits that have been investigated, there
are no fixed categories which the school can employ for
19
the purpose of differentiated instruction.’’
In this connection Thorndike wrote in 1911*
It is not possible with ordinary facilities thus
to give each individual in each trait the best pos-
sible treatment, but knowledge of the amount and
dlstribiat ion of variations will prevent certain blun-
ders. For example, a division into three groups is
usually very much preferable to a division into two
groups
,
but the gain by adding a fourth is far less.^^
’’Second, the range of abilities is such as to make
imperative differentiated educational •orocedures
,
whether
by means of accel eratlon or enrichment, or both; whether
by homogeneous classes or by groupings and individualized
Instruction within a single more or less heterogeneous
21
class
.
Besides the aforementioned physical, mental and
neural differences, it has lately been emphasized that in-
dividuals differ also in the approach to a given task, i.e.
in their work habits. Of how great an Influence on the
Ip'
.
Freeman, Q-n.c'it
., pp. ^^7-o
.
20. Fdward L. Thorndike, Individuality « p. 19.
21. Freeman, oo. cit .
,
p. 230.
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achlevement this approach may he was amply demonstrated in
the industrial field when Gllbreth reduced the notions in
bricklaying' from sixteen to four. Naturally this improve-
22
ment in work method increased production considerably.
Under work method is to be understood ”any variation in set
attitude, approach, trick of the trade, adjustment mechan-
ism, etc., in other words, cualitative variations in ways
of reacting to a situation.”
These considerations have a great significance in
the evaluation of individual differences. ^ny physiol bgJ-
cal limitations which we may discover in the Individual
may be valid only for a given work method. By varying the
method he may be able to overcome his handicap. It gives
us additional reason for Invest Igating individual differen-
ces with a view towards finding out his particular work me-
thod, and try to cure his weaknesses by eliminating wrong
24
methods and substituting better ones Instead.
Provisions for individual differences may take var-
ious forms. They may be in the nature of adjustments of
educational philosophy, as alms to be attained. They may
be of a scientific nature, as regards goals, materials and
methods used. Again they may be administrative and touch
22.
'
"Bobert H . Seashore, *' '7 o'rV: if ethb ds Th e Often ivegl ec t e
d
Factor Underlying Individual Differences,” The Psyoho-
1 ogi 0 al Hevj ew
.
46: 124, ?<arch, 1939.
23. Log « .clt . * ~ ,
24. Ibid
.
,
p. 159.
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the 0 refill i nation ?ind operation of the school. Flnolly they
mey tfike a supervisory forn and apply to curricular and
instructional material or touch relations of the ouplls
25
among themselves or those between teacher and pupils.
The development of specific aptitudes has oeen
partly met by the selective features of the modern curricu-
lum. But its full implications ^^have only been reallr.ed by
the special schools.
Gross handicaps, whether physical or mental, have
been met by special classes.
The 1 ess obvious and tangible differentiations,
though, must be met either by homogeneous grouping or by
flexibility of the curriculum itself and its adaptation to
these individual differences.
Under this heading fall the varying ability of pu-
pils to concentrate and stay with e Job, and their ability
to generalize. This means that the bright may be taught in
broad units but the dull must stick to rather narrow seg-
ments of subject matter. It is d>::ubtful that the unit me-
• thod will work wit>j dull pupils 'inless these assignments are
so differentiated that the slow learner can deal with jr^ther
small minimum learning tasks, clearly outlined. The bright
pupil reoulres deer dl'^ectlons, but once he has them he can
n'ourtis
,
'
'f^ontributions of ?^esearch to the indT-
vlduali zation of Instruct ion , ” 37th Yearbook, The National
Society -Ppr Study of Education
.
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proceed with much i?;reater Indepenclencp. The dull pupil
26
reauires e more concrete P^oal. ’Then providins^ for homo-
p^eneouB fjroupin^ it is the task of the teacher to provide
8 Gif ferentiated program which takes into consideration
these differences in fixing goals and teaching procedure.
Honogeneous grouj^ing in itself dors not guarantee maximum
ef'^^ioiency of the learning process.
In considering the problem which these differences
create one is led to innuire what influence practice has on
dif •f'erentiat ion of a groun of learners who start out with a
certain amount of initial difference, and. hov? further educa-
tion in general will in'^luence it. In other v/ords, do pu-
pils become rao'^e or less different as they assimilate the
material through practice, and do differences become more
pronounced as they climb the educational ladder?
27
Experiments conducted by d-arT’et suggest that dif-
ferences do not gf=t more pronounced a'^’te” a certain period
of practice, although tlds has not been definitely estab-
lishfd for ell kinds of learning-. As regards the second
half of the question, an answer cannot be given with such
26 . deorge L. }-{ill
,
'*The Pnychologlcai I3asis foh 'Methods in
Teaching Pupils of Different Ability Levels," The Social
studies, 29; 253, October, 1938.
27. Henry r. Clarret, "Variability in Learning Under Massed
and Spaced iractlce," The Journal of Experimental
Psychology
.
26; 536, June, 1940.
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certainty. Profennor Sandlford writes;
...'.Vhen we turn to a similar problem, namely, the
effect of age on variability, the results arc in-
eouivocal, A.ge increases variability. This means
that babies are more alike than public school pu-
pils, public school oupils than high school pupils,
and high school nuplls than adults. B. A,.’s are
more alike than M. A.'s or Ph.D. ' s. .
.
Fel Tsoa, however, has conducted experiments which, accord-
ing to his claim showed the contrary to be true. The edu-
cational implications recognized by him as a result of this
fact follov/;
Blnce both variability in a mental or scholastic
function and the relationship betv/een any two men-
tal or scholastic functions were constant from grade
to grade, we should emphasize individual differences
of school children as early as possible. Individual
differences in learning capacity and achievement in
a subject are revealed at the early age levels or in
the lower grades. Therefore, the fixed curriculum,
based uoon the prowess of an averrage child should be
adjusted by a skillful teacher to meet the situa-
tion of individual differences in the lower grades.
It would seem, however, that Tsoa's experimental re-
sults do not really contradict the first ouoted, widely held
view. His experiment, conducted on the same group of
pupils as they advanced in their knowledge, proves con-
stancy of variation merely of one and the same group of in-
Quoted by Fel Tsoa, The Journal of Experimental Educa-
tion
,
12; 187, Ma-ch, 1944.
29. Ibid
.
,
p. 197.
1
dividuals as they develop. But it is still possible that
the variance ajtnon^ people in the hitcher brackets of the
I. Q. rating is fpr’cater than in that of the lower; anc that
variability increases with the increase of intelligence, as
the quote of Professor Sandiford maintains.
That the differences of the superior f^roup itself,
however, althourh initially more •oronounced, do not in-
crease with traininc; so rfipldly as those of the average
group, has been f^iovm
,
again only by a small-scale and ra-
ther narrov/ly staked experiment, by D. G-. Hyans.
,31
Experiments conducted tT)'- (larret have shovm that
in learning easier tasks massed practice gives better re-
sults than spaced practice, «diile in learning hardv~r tasks
the opposite is true. This fact has some bearing on the
problem of individual differences, as whtot for one is an
easy task may be a difficult one for the other with lesser
ability
.
To oi)taln an answer to the question of hov; these
Individual differences come about or develop, Jordan and
36. D. i . Ryans
,
‘'An Observation of the Changes In Var-
iability of High, Vedlum, and Low ’ Intelligence
'
G-roups, Measured at the Beginning and at the End of
'Digit-Symbol* Substitution,'' The Pedagogical Semi-
nary and Journal of Genetic Psychology
.
54; 470,
June, 1959.
51. Garret, or. clt
.
,
p. 566.
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32
Kehoe reviewed the various schools of psychology
with a view of ascertaining their attitude toward the prob-
lem of individual d if ^erences .They have -Pp^ind them differ-
ing considerably as to their interest in the tiroblem and
as to the respective role they assign to heredity and en-
vironment in causing these variations. The essence of their
findings, arranged numerically according to seven schools
of psychology, follow below.
1. StT»uctur allsm
,
concerned with structure of the
Indivldiial In general, does not concern Itself wit' indi-
vidual differences. This sc>)ool is led by 'Vundt.
2. Functionalism, only in a minor sense a school
of psychology, propounded by Dewey and Angell
,
views men-
tal processes as means by which the organism adapts itself
to its envl ronment
,
so as to satisfy its biological needs.
It is teleological in its philosophy. It follows that in-
dividual differences are caused by the environment
.
3. Behaviorism, expounded by Batson, holds that
the lndivld\ial reacts to his environment in a strictly me-
chanistic fashion; the mechanism of action being the condi-
tioned reflexes. At birth that of the infant consists merely
of reflexes with three emotional responses—fear, rage, and
. Thomas F. Jordan and John A. K eh o e , "Tndivldual Differ-
ences as Viewed by l!odern Schools of Psychology,” The
Catholic Educational Review
,
38; 201-15, April, lP-^0.

-30-
lovp. The individual 'n nersonallty
,
the behevlorlst would
have us be! ieve, is merelj^ the num total of hie conditioned
renponaea, and it la nothlns^ but the result of the condi-
tloninf^ of the fundamental reflexes and the three basic
emotions. It is an environment al p^^ycholo.^y as regards the
individual
.
4. In the (lest.alt psychology individuals do not
differ because of different elements in the bundle of their
reflexes, but because of different configuratlonal reaTx>nses.
For the bundle they would 'Substitute the Oestalt or configur-
ation, which i s an Integral v*hole. Individual dif '^erences
are attributed by them to the species of the organism to
its level of grov;th and devpl onment
,
and these differences
a'^e T argely obtained by social and racial conditions. In
this school both environment and heredity are of importance.
5. The Dsychoanalyt ic school of Freud maintains
that individuals differ because of different complexes, dif-
ferent phobias, and different fixations of the libido, or
sex instinct. This school also stresses both heredity and
environment. Together with the following two schools, it
stresses the aspect of the individual's emotional reactions.
6. Mfred Midler 's Individual psychology regards
all men as being eoual in potential Ity
,
in ability, and in
talent. Variations are due to the different environment s
.
It attaches erreat Importance to the "will to power."

7. The purnoBive or hormio school of psycholon:y,
led by ’Vllllam MpcDougall, maintains that all humans are
endowed with many instincts in different degrees.
%.
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GHAPTER III
INDIVIDUAL DIFFEHI-:NCES IN THE STUDY OF THE BIBLE
The Jews of sntlaulty heve not been oblivious of
the fsct that indiviauels differ, end have applied this
knowledt^e in the field of education. F.ven in the admoni-
1
tion of the Proverbs "Train up a child according to his
2
way," Rabbi Elihu of '7ilna sees a warning to the educator
not to apoly the sane inflexible educational method to
varying types of child oersonali ties . F^ach child has his
own specific nature which determines the method to be used
for his education.
The individuality of personality is recognized by
the Talmud in the saying; "Just as oeople differ in their
3
physiognomy, so they differ in their intellect." The Rab-
bis also recognized the limitations of some students in
their saying: "A puoll who does not show any orogress af-
4
ter five years of study will not succeed henceforth." Yet
within that oeriod m efforts must be spared in the teach-
1. Proverbs XXII, 6.
2. Commentary on loc. cit .
3. Talmud 3ably, Ber’akot 38a
4. Ibid
. ,
Hul’’in, 24a.
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InR: of the Individual, an la amply demonstrated by the fol-
5
lowinfj story; A. certain pupil of Rabbi Preida did not
grasp his lesson with less than four hundred repetitions.
Once, v'hen the student anticipated the departu'^’e of his
teacher the emotional strain prevented him from concentrat-
ing, and consaouentl y even the usual number of repetitions
were of no avail. The Habbl
,
upon listening to the :.*eason
*
of his failure, meekly sat down to repeat the arduous pro-
cedure.
A high sense of responsl bil Ity is expected of the
teacher. A careless teacher Is made to bear the taunt of
6
"those who do Clod's work deceitfully."
The movement for Individual! 7, atlon In the public
schools during the post war period has Its parallel move-
ment In the Hebrew school. Jacob 3. Q-olub, formerly Di-
rector of the Bureau of Jewish Education of Cincinnati points
out
;
Our Gontlnued experiments in individualizing He-
brew study constantly brings home to us the wide
range of ability among children. The bt st pupils
work six, eight, ten tines as fast as the average
slow student. The results of the history class-
room corroberate the findings. The ablest pupil
may have read between two and three hundred pages on
a topic and have done all the extra projects sug-
gested during the time that tVie slow pupil required
to read the minimum fifty pages.
5 ~, lb 1(3 . ' "ruvln ?>46
.
6. Ibid
.
,
Baba ?3atra ?lb.

- 5^-
More important even than dlfferenceva in ability
are the differences in wlllins;ness to study. Thus
if the study admits of orfmnir.ed homework, the child
doin^ the homework res^ularly is actually e;lven twice
or rnore times the number of hours otherwise possible
in the school session alone. The imoortance of such
a olan In the Hunday school is obvious. The ??ork
must be orrani^ed that the wll'^ln^ pupil will be able
to nrorrress without belnr: retarded by the one who
does no home work.
Our method must orovide for individual differ-
ences, qualitatively in the range of difficulty,
as well as ouant ita tlvely in amount, making home
work possible.
'yith a view towards finding a solution he evperl-
mented with an adaptation of the Morrison laboratory plan
with its five-step method in the teaching of Jewish history,
oreranlzed under large units. Examples of units relating
to the period uo to and Including the first temple are
topics such as "Our Komadlc /Vncestora," '’How Israel Lived
in Canaan," etc. In the second Temple period some units
are "How the State was Re-established," "'Vhy Celebrate
Chanukah," "How we Oave Religion to the World.
"
In an evaluation of the results the author states
that the method may be too thorough for some teachers and
not thorough enough for others. He also exoresses the
ooinlon that the oroject method may be used by exceotion-
8
ally wel'' -trained taachers.
Jp nob R. 'drolu'', '^Some 'ExT)f»rinents In the Jewish Runday
Schools of Chicago," Jewish Educati'^
,
I; 41-2, 1929.
8. Ibid.
,
n. 43.
.c.
-35-
In a later review of two yeere with this method he
lists the shortcominpjs <<enerelly complained of: The teach-
er has to soend too much time in administrative work as
handing out of papers, etc.; little ground is covered since
each tooic requires many sessions; too little room is left
for teacher initiative; a topic is too long drawn out to
hold the child's Interest; but the severest criticism
applies to the coint where the plan claims to be strongest;.
The plan which envisages three stages, namely envisaging
the problem, collecting of data, and generalizing and or-
ganizing and apolying the data collected, seems to fall
down at both ends.
a remedy the author sugge'^ts revision of the
size of the unit, and the employment of visual aids, such
as Dosters, maps, etc., to be displayed promlneritly in the
class room for creating a nsore life-like atmosphere . 'That
weaknesses cannot be eliminated by these provisions will
disappear as the teacher gets mo'^e experience with the me-
9
thod.
Discussing a similar plan, published by the Union
of American Hebrew Oongcegatlons
,
Mordecai S. Soloff re-
marks ;
9. jur . Jacob B . (lol u b , ** Individuality and th e System
Jewish Education
.
I; 165-72, 1929.
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...The nupervlsed study method tekes the child, as
itn center and atte'^ptn to fashion and mold the
work around him. His interests, abilities, and
schedules are the a;uldes for determininec ^^hf? con-
tents of the lesson and its procedure. When pro-
perly used, the aunervised study method does not
decrease the work of the teacher but it does pro-
vide her with help and guidance. It does not
make the subject of Jewish history an Interesting
game for the pupil, but it does feed him with solid
yet digestible, and at times quite palatable fare.
It should be oossible to win the children’s inter-
est, provide them with opportunities to exercise
the capacities through vfhich they learn most readi-
ly, and then to select, assimilate and retain over
an extended period of time the basic facts of Jew-
ish history, develop desirable Jewish habits and
attitudes and habits of thought and actlon.^Q
11
K. A. Nudelman di«oussen the goal method in the
teaching of Hebrew, which he had fiest used in Chicago over
a period of three years. One of the advantages cited by
him is that of its provisions for individual differences.
He cites the case of a group of six or seven boys who,
after a period of one year of individual work, gained two
years In advancement.
The alx)ve are examples of t^^e work which has been
done in the Hebrew school to individualize instruction.
None of these we-^-e directly connected with the study of
the Bible.
1C. Mordecai B. 3010^"^^% ** Problems in Supervised Study
,
Jewish Education. 10: 102, 19.’58.
11. nr. n ffud elman I ’’Three Years of Individual Instruct-
ion in the Tpfiching of Hebrew,” Jewish Education.
1: 154-64, 1929.
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The trend In Bible study has been towards abridg-
ments. Orthodox educators, however, are opoosed to this
practice, as the child does not get the prooer Impression
of the Book's unimpeachability, which they consider of
oaramount importance.
It appeared to the writer that provisions for in-
dividual differences should be made on the following bases:
The goal in Bible teaching is some degree of efficiency in
intelligent reading of the original. The most important
element in such a program is the vocabulary. Individual
differences will manifest themselves in the form of a great-
er recognition-vocabulary on part of the brighter pupils.
How can we teach the bright and the dull together ?dthout
doing Injustice to at least one of the parties? In many
schools homogeneous grouping is Impracticable. It is there-
fore proposed that we do not attempt to teach the weaker
pupils more than a minimum vocabulary, comprising those
words of highest freouency in the text. This recommends
Itself from the aspect of the learning process as well as
from the aspect of utility. The pupil will learn the most
freauent words better because he meets them oftener in the
text, and he will need them more urgently in his further
reading and study. The brighter pupils should be made to
aco ilre a larger vocabulary.
”/e can let the slower pupils use a text where the
Infrequent words are translated for them in footnotes, while
*4
%
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the brij^hter ones should do without these elds. In these
footnotes the difficult constructions may be rendered In
en eocipr form.
An elternstlve would be to give the slower pupils
intensive practice in words which occur too infreouently
for their learning them. These practices would take the
form of drill practice sentences, and tests.
A prerenulslt e to such a program is a word count to
determine their respective frequencies. A vocabulary count
was therefore made of the text of the first seventeen chap-
te’^s of Genesis, ’jshich Is frenuentTy the text for the first
year of Bible study. Only basic freauencles were counted,
i.e., all forms coming under one root heading In the New
12
Concordance were lumped together. The frequency of the
word, in any of Its forms, is given for each of these seven-
teen chapters, and also the number of tines it occurs in the
rest of the Book of Genesis are given in a separate column.
This last column was added since it was thought to be of
value in oreoarlng for t^'e second year, when this portion
is frequently studied. The words are arranged in alphabeti-
cal order and not in o'^der of their occurrence, to enable
the teacher to find the frequency of any given word at a
glance. By following any given column one may find which
12. Schevil, Book of Vords: The New Concordance
.
755 pp.
(Hebrew)
.

basic appear In that chapter, and hov? freouently.
The tables are designed to aid the teacher in pre-
paring individual lessons or to serve as a basis for a
text book. They form Part II of this paper.
A very few words, as oronouns, prepositions
,
and
conjunctions, #iich are not included in the New Concordance
because of their great frequency in the same form, were
omitted in this study.
The list includes four hundred and twelve basic
words. A count has been made of the number of basic words
in the whole of the Old Testament, as classified in the
New Concordance. The number has been found to be 2,529.
Thus the “^i-^st seventeen chanters of Crenesis include 16.29
per cent of the basic wo’^ds of the Old Testament. This
is a substantial oarcentage and would indicate that the
mastrry of this text may provide a good basis for the fur-
ther study of the Old Testament.
To determine the • oercen tage of new basic words in
the text under study, a count was m«de of the running words
of the above mentioned seventeen chapters under Intensive
study. The sum total was found to be 5,488. This gives
a nencentage of 7.51 of new words. A detailed Table of
the number of running words in each of the seventeen chap-
ters follows the word list.
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The lest 25 yearn have seen the development of an
extensive Jewish educational system in America. Among the
problems facing the Jewish educator, that of individual
differences takes a notable olace. In meeting this prob-
lem the general considerat ions of the problem are appli-
cable.
As a special aid in meeting the problem in the
Bible study from the original, special care should be ta-
ken to insure economy of time and effort. This must take
into account word frequencies, with graded goals in mastery
for the various ability levels. To this end a. frequency
list Included in this paper should be of considerable
help.
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PART II
AN INTENSIVE WORD STUDY OF THE
BOOK OF GENESIS
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DETAILED LIST OF HUtTOING WORDS
Ch/=ipter 1 434
*' S 329
u
H
3 358
4
341
5
365
6
305
7
331
0 311
9 353
10
287
11
391
12
266
13
240
14
341
15
259
16
223
17
554
Total
. 5,488
I
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